Efficient self-consistent treatment of electron correlation within the random phase approximation.
A self-consistent Kohn-Sham (KS) method is presented that treats correlation on the basis of the adiabatic-connection dissipation-fluctuation theorem employing the direct random phase approximation (dRPA), i.e., taking into account only the Coulomb kernel while neglecting the exchange-correlation kernel in the calculation of the Kohn-Sham correlation energy and potential. The method, denoted self-consistent dRPA method, furthermore treats exactly the exchange energy and the local multiplicative KS exchange potential. It uses Gaussian basis sets, is reasonably efficient, exhibiting a scaling of the computational effort with the forth power of the system size, and thus is generally applicable to molecules. The resulting dRPA correlation potentials in contrast to common approximate correlation potentials are in good agreement with exact reference potentials. The negatives of the eigenvalues of the highest occupied molecular orbitals are found to be in good agreement with experimental ionization potentials. Total energies from self-consistent dRPA calculations, as expected, are even poorer than non-self-consistent dRPA total energies and dRPA reaction and non-covalent binding energies do not significantly benefit from self-consistency. On the other hand, energies obtained with a recently introduced adiabatic-connection dissipation-fluctuation approach (EXXRPA+, exact-exchange random phase approximation) that takes into account, besides the Coulomb kernel, also the exact frequency-dependent exchange kernel are significantly improved if evaluated with orbitals obtained from a self-consistent dRPA calculation instead of an exact exchange-only calculation. Total energies, reaction energies, and noncovalent binding energies obtained in this way are of the same quality as those of high-level quantum chemistry methods, like the coupled cluster singles doubles method which is computationally more demanding.